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Tetrataenite and Fe rich matrix exsolution patterns, also known as 'cloudy zones', are ubiquitous along kamacite-taenite grain boundaries in iron and stony iron meteorites. Despite being common their formation has not been thoroughly
understood. Monte-Carlo methods were used to study the phase diagram of the Fe-Ni system in face centered cubic (fcc) phase and to explain the formation of 'cloudy zones'. The computational method used was capable of reproducing known
information about tetrataenite phase and qualitatively reproduced observed cloudy zone patterns on a small scale. Software generated a cubic supercell consisting of 20x20x20 fcc unit cells containing 32000 atoms to which a Monte-Carlo
algorithm was applied. Chemical and magnetic interactions between Fe-Fe, Ni-Ni and Fe-Ni atoms were taken into account in the algorithm. Simulations were run at different compositions with varying temperature. They predicted most likely
composition of cloudy zones at ~0.37% Ni composition which is consistent with electron microprobe measurements of average chemical composition of 'cloudy zones'. The temperature of exsolution and 'cloudy zone' appearance of ~475K was
predicted which was lower than expected. The simulated exsolved structures consisted of islands of tetrataenite (FeNi) and matrix of ordered cubic Fe3Ni phase. These simulations are going to be supplemented by free energy expressions and
simulations of spinodal structure to better understand the behavior of the Fe-Ni system in the metastable fcc region. The research has shown an insight into development of 'cloudy zones' and could be used in more precise estimations of meteorite
parent body cooling and magnetic history.

Fig. 5. Magnetic field strenght of the supercell in
arbitary units. There is a general drop in field strenght
when going to Ni rich compositions which is due to
weaker magnetic moment of Ni atoms.

Fig. 4. Results of the simulations are summarized in this diagram. Three overlapping circles correspond to three key diffraction values
of degenerate L10 phases. The blue line represents magnetic disordering temperature, the red line chemical disordering temperature
and the green line L10 and L12 exsolution temperature.

Figure 4 shows a wedge shaped solvus
peaking at 37.5% Ni which is the average
composition of cloudy zones. Temperature at
which exsolution first appears is lower than
expected. Chemical disordering temperature
of Ni rich phases is lower than measured
experimentally. Figure 5 shows that the FeNi alloy in fcc phase has the highest
magnetic disordering temperature when Ni
content is ~70%, which is close to the real
value of 75%.
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